
We trek up to Boo Boo Hill in the distance at Warderick Wells Cay.



Joyce & Carl atop Boo Boo Hill, Feb. 23, 2013.



Looking down on the Land & Sea Park north moorings at Warderick
Wells Cay. Running Free is on mooring #20. 



Hundreds of boat names on driftwood represented on Boo Boo Hill.



A few of us hike down to Boo Boo Beach to find driftwood & string 
washed up on shore.  We want to add to the collection on top of the hill.



Here’s Boo Boo Beach where lots of stuff washes up on shore.



Joyce finds her wood and decorates it with our boat name.



Now all those who follow will see that Running Free was here in 2013.



Our sailing friends on Greenstone & Summer of ’42 are represented here. 
Look at all the years that Greenstone has been coming to the Exumas!



A curly tail lizard.



We see a lemon & nurse shark under our dinghy. They were pretty mellow.



Saturday evening “happy hour” at Warderick Wells. Lots of boats 
there so a good turnout of boaters.



We had a fun “happy hour” the next night with the folks on Star Shot 
& Meltemi (Penny, George, Jeff & Susan).



Sunrise at Warderick Wells the morning we left for Cambridge Cay.



Carl flies a kite at Cambridge Cay.



The Sound (ocean) side of Cambridge Cay. Notice the hole in 
the big rock.



Sunset at Cambridge Cay.



Yay! We arrive at the Staniel Cay Yacht Club on Feb. 27.  Last here in ’99.



Staniel Cay art work—curtains in the restroom. The artist’s 
tablecloths sell for $180!!



Beautiful bougainvillea bushes by the yacht club.



Isles General Store is just beyond this pretty house on Staniel Cay.



We relax by the Isles General Store. Cauliflowers were selling for $6 
each. The Mail Boat brings in food each week. Watermakers Air & 
Flamingo Air bring in food & supplies also.



One of the primo Bahamian racing boats “Tida Wave” that has been 
repaired after a collision. It will race next month in the Family Island 
Regatta in Georgetown, Great Exuma Island.



Beach Party!  Joyce wears her “I Love MN Fair” t-shirt. Thanks, Amber.



Party crashers from the big yacht at right added to the fun.



Dawn & Shannon gave everyone an eye full. 



Jean Burton greets us on Greenstone as we arrive for a “happy 
hour”.



Judy Snyder greets us on Greenstone. We were anchored at Big Major’s 
Cay with them and Summer of ’42.



The girls:  Joyce, Judy & Jean.



Jean, the nurse, assesses Carl’s bloody big toe. Ouch!



Pretty sunset at Big Major’s Cay. This was the night before the big 
blow came in with high gusts of 30 knots.



Big Majors Cay infamous swimming pigs. 



“Throw me more of those stale tortilla chips, please” says the pig.



Before lunch at the yacht club with Wally, Judy, Connie, Jean, Geoff & 
Bob. Wally & Connie Waffensmith are on the power boat Summer of ’42.



An empty marina due to the strong winds the night before.



The dinghy harbor at Staniel Cay Yacht Club.



At Geoff & Jean Burton’s rental cabin prior to departing after a month onboard 
Bob & Judy’s boat Greenstone. They will shovel snow in Minnesota soon!



Jean & Geoff get to be landlubbers until they fly out the next day for 
MN.



Staniel Cay Yacht Club’s resident dog is Flanagan.


